In the 2016 edition of this booklet it was said of
Britain’s coming Freedom outside the EU (page 10):
The Light and Power will Return

The retreat from Commonwealth by Britain over the past forty years
and its absorption by the EU has resulted in an increasing eclipse of
the light and power which the family of British nations brought to the
Free World. In this sense “the sun and the moon have been darkened”
(Matthew 24:29), the Sun being symbolic of the (British) Throne of the
Lord upon earth (Psalm 89:36) with the Moon, which receives its light
from the Sun, representing the law and its freedoms under Magna Carta.
In this prophetic analogy we should be encouraged by the fact that
a total solar eclipse lasts only for a short period of time. What we are
seeing in 2016 is the diamond ring as the power of the sun to bring light
and power to the earth begins to return, ultimately to full glory bringing
“blessing to all families of the earth” (Genesis 12:3).
_______________________________________________

Now in 2021, the darkness of that eclipse is at
an end; the eclipse of the Sun, Moon and Stars by
European Jurisprudence that undermined our
unique British Constitution for 47 years is over –
light and power is returning to the Earth.
(Matthew 24:29-31)
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The following two articles by leading members of the government at
Westminster confirm that ‘Britain’s coming Freedom outside the EU,’
envisioned by our 2016 campaign edition, was fulfilled on 1 January,
2021.
“This is the LORD’S doing; it is marvellous in our eyes” (Psalm 118:23).
Michael A Clark

Brexit heralds a new chapter in the story of
British democracy
This new deal, which restores sovereignty to the UK
Parliament, is a triumph for the country

SUELLA BRAVERMAN The Sunday Telegraph, 3 January, 2021

The jurisprudence of the ECJ will no longer take
precedence in the United Kingdom’s higher courts

K

onrad Adenauer, first chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany
who transformed his country into a democracy after the Second
World War, said that every nation had its genius and that the genius of
the British people was for democratic politics.
It was the British who began the tradition of parliamentary
democracy, now emulated all over the world.
It was also Britain that led the Industrial Revolution, championed free
trade, and fought protectionism. All because of that British genius for
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democracy: the belief in the rule of law, the rights of the individual – and
of individual enterprise – and our scepticism about excessive regulation
and interfering government.
With Britain’s departure from the EU and the new Trade and Cooperation Agreement we begin the next chapter in our story of
democracy, marking a new sovereignty which, like our history, will lead
to a fairer and more prosperous society.
The new deal restores sovereignty to the UK Parliament for the first
time in more than 40 years [actually 47 years or 60 displacements in
Divine Time Measures], illuminating our autonomy – and Parliament’s
solemn responsibility to the people. Our membership of the EU muddied
the waters of accountability, making it easy for UK elected politicians
to pass the buck to Brussels, effectively denying the British people full
democratic representation.
Gone is the EU’s well-chronicled ‘democratic deficit’ from our territory.
No longer will EU Directives, Regulations or laws from the European
Commission and Parliament – many ill-suited to our economy – be
imposed on us via rubber stamping in London. Free to make our own
laws now, we will tailor them to British needs. They will be mandated
by Parliament and managed by British ministers who will be fully
responsible for them. Transparency will empower the British people
and a revitalised democracy will invigorate our legislators.
The new Treaty makes it clear that the UK and EU are not harmonising
their laws. There will be no obligation on the UK to apply EU law. In legal
terms, EU concepts of direct effect and the supremacy of EU law no longer
form part of our law. The jurisprudence of the Court of Justice of the
European Union will no longer take precedence in the UK’s higher
courts. This reflects a seismic shift – which will become apparent
over time – in our law-making. The thousands of judgments handed
down by the Luxembourg Court every year – interpreting EU laws,
determining questions on regulations in areas as varied as competition,
health and safety, manufacturing, and the environment will no longer
bind our judges at home.
Further, the new Treaty is drafted in terms of international law,
not EU law. This is crucial. Disputes will arise regarding the practical
effects and precise meaning of legal wording. They will be resolved, not
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by European Court judges, but by an independent arbitration panel,
made up of panellists nominated by the UK and the EU. The panel
will determine disputes according to principles of international law,
not EU law. For this Treaty expressly states that it is to be interpreted
in accordance with the customary rules of public international law,
including those codified in the Vienna Convention on the Law of
Treaties. This is the right framework to govern a new relationship of
friendly co-operation between equal and sovereign partners. This is a
different world from the one in which we have lived as an EU Member
State.
All these aspects may appear, at first blush, quite dry. But they go to
the heart of whether the UK, in signing, ratifying, and implementing this
new Treaty, has regained its freedom. By virtue of these constitutional
and legal changes, this new relationship with the EU is one defined by
fundamentally more liberty for our people and more sovereignty to our
Parliament. It also reflects the reverence that our political leaders hold
for the British electorate. The British people made their wishes clear
in 2016 and 2019. They were not ignored, dismissed or undermined
by those in power. The British were brave and never flinched in the
face of crisis, opposition, and attempts to subvert. Their request
was bold and it has been granted by this government.
As the Prime Minister [Boris Johnson] said in his ‘Painted Hall Speech’
in Greenwich on 3 February, 2020: “We are embarked now on a great
voyage, a project that no one thought in the international community
that this country would have the guts to undertake.” That time seems
like another world – but the great project of securing free trade with
Europe, while preserving our sovereignty, is now, finally, complete. What
comes next is up to us and us alone. As a nation, we are on the cusp of
another journey – of rebuilding, reforming, innovating, exporting,
of discovering new markets and new ways of seeing the world.
There is now a huge opportunity for us to emphatically embrace this
new freedom and sovereignty as we write the next chapter about the
British genius for democracy.
Suella Braverman QC MP is Attorney General for England and Wales
(emphasis added)
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Why Brexit Britain will be able to crack down
on illegal immigration
As a fully sovereign nation, Britain can look to the
future with hope and optimism. Our course is now
set to grasp the freedoms of Brexit and steer a new
path built on the opportunities that lie ahead
PRITI PATEL

The Sunday Telegraph, 3 January, 2021

A

s we start the New Year as a fully sovereign nation, we will all reflect
upon the year we have left behind and look to the year ahead with
hope and optimism . . .
Telegraph readers have stood by the Government in our determined
quest to leave the EU and follow our own destiny in the world once
again while upholding the will of the British people by taking back
control of our money, our borders, our laws and our waters.
The public have patiently endured more than four years of wrangling,
rancour, division and perpetual debate. From the 2016 referendum
through to the 2019 general election, they have continually reminded
us elected politicians of the importance and responsibility we hold to
protect our democracy and ensure that its institutions deliver for them.
Throughout this period they, along with Parliament, saw variations of
“Brexit” offered up repeatedly as an attempt to tick the box and move
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the Brexit debate on. Those options did not deliver what the British
people voted for – freedom to take back control of our money,
borders, laws, trade and fishing waters. It was therefore inevitable
that some Members of Parliament, myself included, did not support
those options.
While we knew this change would not be easy, we did know that to
secure change of this scale would require leadership brave enough for
the task. Finally, we have a deal secured by the Prime Minister [Boris
Johnson] which has been approved and put into statute by Parliament
and which fully delivers on what the British people voted for in the
referendum and at the last election.
It is a deal that will deliver for families and businesses in every part of
the UK with the first free trade agreement based on zero tariffs and zero
quotas that has ever been achieved; a deal that guarantees that we are
no longer bound by EU rules, that there is no role for the European
Court of Justice and that we will have full political and economic
independence.
Our innovative British businesses and entrepreneurs will be able to
take full advantage of the opportunities created by being an independent
trading nation, able to strike trade deals with partners all around the
world.
Forging a new relationship with the EU also means taking back control
of our borders, allowing Britain to finally control who comes into this
country. Free movement has ended and people who want to live in the
UK will now have to meet the requirements of our new points-based
system.
The UK has done what many said was impossible and struck a
truly unprecedented deal with the EU which gives our police and
security services the tools and partnerships to help keep the public
safe. Having left the EU means we can give these agencies stronger
powers to keep this country safe and protect our homeland security.
That includes banning foreign criminals who have served more than
a year in jail from entering the UK. We will refuse to accept notoriously
insecure national identity cards and will be able to crack down on illegal
imports of goods through the introduction of pre-arrival data on goods
being imported from the EU into Great Britain.
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We will also crack down on illegal immigration and reform the
broken asylum system which only encourages people trafficking
into the country through dangerous and illegal routes.
From now on, there will be no more British opt-outs, vetoes or net
annual payments to Brussels, but instead a new relationship between
two sovereign equals and the freedom to trade, create new opportunities
and set new standards as pioneers of science and research with control
of our country’s own great destiny.
At the start of this new chapter in our nation’s remarkable history, my
message is one of hope. As a global trading power and the fifth largest
economy in the world, for centuries our wealth has come from our
ambition, entrepreneurial skills and global reach.
Every lesson of history has shown that freedom and free trade are the
greatest engines of prosperity and advancement. Our course is now set
to grasp those freedoms and steer a new path built on the opportunities
that lie ahead.
Priti Patel MP is the Home Secretary for the United Kingdom
(emphasis added)
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This series of booklets have been produced for free issue and are not for re-sale. Further
copies are available on request. Contributions towards postage and multiple copies are
gratefully received for the campaign. Cheques to ‘The Kingdom Foundation,’ 121 Low
Etherley, Bishop Auckland, Co Durham DL14 0HA.
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